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Why Should You Care
About This e-Book?
Here are the top 9 common problems I consistently see in low-performing
professional service websites. I will go through each one in this eBook and
give solutions so you can power up your website.
1. Website contains poor
non-personalised content

6. Contact form notifications aren’t
firing

2. If your audience doesn’t leave their
contact info, it’s a failed visit

7. Poor website experience

3. There's no customer journey in
mind with the site navigation
4. Content is cluttered or disorganised

8. CRM not site tracking for lead scoring
9. Case studies are not engaging or
clear in their story

5. Call-to-action is unclear and
infrequent

It's Not Too Late to Turn Things Around!
If your website has one of the problems above, chances are your conversion
rate is suffering and you’ve missed out on key opportunities to generate leads.
Thankfully, it’s not too late to turn your website into a revenue-generating tool
for your marketing and sales teams.

Take Data Agility’s website as an example
of an effective user-interface and user
experience design.
• It’s easy to navigate
• There’s a clear, easy-to-digest structure
making it accessible and user-friendly
• Consistent branding
• Clear Call-to-Actions (CTAs)
• And it’s a lead gen machine
Effective websites are important in
establishing your business’ brand identity
and ensuring sustained growth from the
multi-channel digital world we live in today.
But what's the difference between a good
and bad B2B lead gen website?
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Why Have I Written
This eBook?

Hello,
I’ve been using my maths degree, marketing expertise and deep UX
understanding for the last 12 years to deliver high quality, ROI-focused,
results driven websites and marketing campaigns.
Helping professional service businesses like yours turn their under performing
websites into quality lead gen machines.
I’ve gone through all my previous projects and identified the most common
high-value issues experienced by website users, and given you solutions for
each of them. Some are quick wins, others take a bit more time, but they will
all have a high impact on your conversion rates.
Thanks for taking the time to read this, feel free to reach out on Linkedin or
email if you have any questions.
Kind regards,
Jesse Mullins
Director and Growth Specialist
P: 03 9016 4424
E: jesse.m@oozestudios.com.au
L: Linkedin.com/in/mullinsjesse/

"Effective websites are
important in establishing
your business’ brand identity
and ensuring sustained
growth from the
multi-channel digital world
we live in today. "
- Jesse Mullins
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1. Website Contains Poor
Non-Personalised Content

I’m going to talk about this first point the
most as it’s THE most important.
The art of good copywriting is being able to
communicate on a 1-to-1 perspective to 1,000’s of
people at once. To personalise public facing
communication is hard, I’m not going to bullshit
around. However, the below tips will help you achieve
that feat.
The majority of the content on your website can be
categorised into text and images. The text (or copy
as I will sometimes refer to it in this ebook) is the
most important to get right. At the end of the day,
potential customers go to your website to
understand more about you and how you can
potentially help them. That connection between the
reader and your site is vital to reduce their
skepticism and increase their trust in your business.

The copy on your website should always be
speaking to an individual. It's only ever 1
person doing the reading. Your site might
be shared around a potential client's office
with several people looking through it, but
it's still a 1-to-1 experience.
The more generic your textual conversation
is with the reader, the less engaged they
will be. Therefore the less likely they will
read on, share, or contact you
How do you personalise your website
copy? There are a few ways to do this.
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Where possible talk in 1st person.
This means writing a section from the CEO’s or
department head’s point of view for instance.
I know it’s not feasible to have every section of the
site written in 1st person. However, push as many
sections to be 1st person as possible. Humans
connect with humans, less so with brands.

Identify the audience by a benefit they want, a
problem they have, or an industry they're in.
This is the easiest and most effective solution to
implement as it quickly draws the audience into
personalised silos on your website. The more specific you are, the greater the connection.

Ensure all your images are uniformly
branded.
This is typically done with a certain shape,
marking, logo usage, etc.
Whichever method you choose, ensure it’s
uniform. Reinforce the personalised copy with
personalised imagery so the audience knows
who is talking to them.
Always think back to the real world. Your
website is just a digital representation of your
shop or office. Think about the best
professional service firms in the country or
world. When you go into their meeting rooms,
you know that you’re in that firm’s meeting
room from the consistent office outfit. You
don’t question who is talking to you as your
surroundings have reduced your skepticism
and increased your trust.
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2. If Your Audience Doesn’t
Leave Their Contact Info, It’s a Failed Visit
A potential client can find your site via one of many different channels, here are the
main channels:
Channels

Examples

Referral

i.e. word of mouth

Search engine query

i.e. Google search

Social media post

i.e. LInkedIn post

External article mention

i.e. editorial or mention in a blog

External media mention

i.e. podcast, etc

Ad campaign

i.e. Google ad

Email

i.e. your newsletter was shared around

Make The Most Out Of Each Opportunity.
A very small percentage of the traffic on your site is ready to convert
into a sale, regardless of the channel they come from. If you hope that
some of the traffic will fill the contact form out on your contact page
then you are missing a lot of opportunities to connect with potential
clients.

Client buyer’s journey
You must cater the website experience to the different stages of the buying journey.
The target market can be broken up into 3
stages of purchasing, i.e. what purchasing
mode the client is in.
Cold Stage prospective clients need educating.
You can’t sell them your service but you can
promote relevant content to them.
Warm Stage prospective customers are looking
for solutions and are in research mode.
Hot Stage prospective customers are easier to
convince to use your services as they know
what solution they want, however they are low in
numbers and there’s a lot of competition for
them.
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How to capture a viewer’s contact details
A lead magnet is the best content format. There are 101 different formats of
lead magnets you can choose from. However, keep it simple and create a
tool or report that your potential client would find very interesting.

Tip: The lead magnet must be high quality. So much so that the reader
would pay money for it. However, you’re giving it away for free in
exchange for their contact details.

There are several areas you can promote the lead magnet on your website.
It’s important that no matter where the website viewer comes from they
won’t miss the opportunity to download your amazing lead magnet.
• Pop-up after 120 seconds
• Exit intent pop-up
• Navigation menu

• Footer
• Banner section half way down
each content page (blog article)

“Your website is the center of
your digital eco-system, like
a brick and mortar location,
the experience matters once
a customer enters, just as
much as the perception they
have of you before they walk
through the door.”
- Leland Dieno
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3. There's No Customer
Journey in Mind with the Site Navigation
There are a million and one journeys a potential client could take.
From which page they enter from, what’s the traffic source, to what sequences of pages
they visit. Cut through the mustard and focus on the top opportunities.
If you already have a live website and have Google Analytics installed then you have a
rich data source ready to use. Simply go to Behaviour > Behaviour Flow and see what
the trends are for the audience journey
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If you don’t have a live site or Google Analytics installed then you can follow
this logic. Let’s first identify the likely sources of traffic. Below are the major
sources of traffic to your site:

Email campaign

Your newsletters will generate the best and most consistent
traffic to your site. You will likely lead them to your blog.

Advertising

If you use ad campaigns they will direct traffic to specific
objective-oriented landing pages.

Social

You might use LinkedIn to direct traffic to your site, which will
land on your blog or case studies.

Referral

Very likely land on your homepage

Bookmark your
blog

A fan, client, or prospective could bookmark your blog

Organic

A new site will not generate this type of traffic for 6 months +,
so it’s not worth focusing on.

Top entry points

Brand touch point

•
•
•
•

New lead
New lead
Already a brand connection
Already a brand connection

Homepage
Ad landing page
Case study page
Individual blog page

We’ve identified the top entry points and the
likely mindset of the audience.
The most likely landing spot for a new lead,
unless directed to a specific page via ads, is
the homepage. That is your opportunity to
connect with them and take the reader on a
journey.
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I recommend using the below top level navigational structure. You can add
sub-pages under services, industries, and benefits to further expand each item.

Navigation menu

Explains

Home
Services

what

• Case Studies
Industries

who

Benefits

how

Careers

why

About

why

Insights

i.e. blog

Free Tool

i.e. blog

Contact

If you want to tidy the nav menu further you can move Careers under About, and Free
tool under Insights:

Navigation menu

Explains

Home
Services

what

Industries

who

Benefits

how

About

why

• Careers
Insights

i.e. blog

• Case Studies
• Free Tool
Contact
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lead magnet

4. Content is Cluttered or
Disorganised

There are 2 facts that that govern all website traffic:
You have seconds to
grab the attention of
the reader.

With these facts in mind, follow these
rules and your website conversions will
dramatically increase:
• Make the content top heavy
• Make the content punchy
(i.e. no fluff, short sentences)
• Give the text room to breathe

"If your website visitors are
greeted with a clutter of
content, you'll only create
confusion - a quick way to
leave a bad impression."
- Jesse Mullins
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100% of a page’s visitors
see the top section, every
scroll after that you lose
more and more viewers

Good vs bad examples of each of the 3 bullet points
Make the content top heavy
Good

Bad

Make the content punchy (i.e. no fluff, short sentences)
Good

Bad

Give the text room to breathe
Good
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Bad

5. Call-to-Action is Unclear
and Infrequent
This common problem could have been part of the “Content is cluttered or
disorganised” section but it’s too important to be tucked away. A CTA (Call
to action) is essentially a button. It’s the action you want the reader to take.
I see the following too many times:
• The same button text is repeated on all buttons across the
page
• There's only 1 button on a page and it’s at the bottom
• Or even worse, there are no buttons at all?! Yes, even your
About page should have buttons.
Website buttons are your opportunities to help a website visitor reach their
objective quicker and therefore increase your conversion rate.
Tip: Do not be afraid to have 1 CTA on every section on every page.
The button can link to another page or it can link to a different section
on the same page. This is referred to as an anchored link.

Web design that includes a CTA in each section.
Example 1 - CTA goes to “How It
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Example 2 - CTA goes to “Contact Us”

Example 3 - CTA goes to “Contact Us”

9 CTA button text examples:
• Let’s run winning
campaigns
• Show me how
• I want free access
• Sign me up
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•
•
•
•
•

Enroll me
Send me the eBook now
Save my seat
I want to learn more
Yes I want to join

6. Contact Form
Notifications Aren’t Firing

Imagine you spend a lot of time, money, sweat, and tears to upgrade your
website to be that lead gen machine you’ve always wanted. A few weeks
pass by and no leads have come through. You do a little check and see
there’s actually 5 hot enquiries and 15 cold prospects sitting there but they
haven’t been processed.
Sounds like a nightmare, right?!
Unfortunately, it’s a reality for some business leaders as they hadn’t double
checked that the contact forms were firing properly.
Whilst emails are extremely important when it comes to marketing and
communication, they are flawed. There are numerous reasons why an
email may not make it to its intended receiver.
• Top reasons why an email does
not make it to the receiver
• Contact form plugin issue
• CRM issue

• IT infrastructure setup
• Email software spam filter
• Email software setting

This is why it’s extremely important to test all
your contact forms to ensure:
1. The form submitter receives an email with your
contact details (so they can contact you just in
case).
2. More than 1 staff member is notified
via email when a form is submitted.
You can go a step further and include a personal
webmail and a business email in case something
happens to your work emails or there’s an IT
infrastructure change that affects email spam
filters.
Do not just rely on someone telling you they work.
Test it yourself. The 5-minute check now will
potentially save you $10,000’s in lost leads.
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7. Poor Website
Experience
I’ve detailed the most important issues to fix under the macro problem of “poor website
experience”.
•
•
•
•

Text is hard to read
Lack of mobile responsiveness
Slow website loading speed
Contact information is hidden or not obviously found

Text is hard to read
Copy (text) is THE most important asset on your website. Don’t overdesign a page or
try to overbrand it either. If you sacrifice text readability for the sake of design, you are
going to see your conversions decrease.
Good
Choose a web friendly font
that is very easy to read

Don’t put light text
over light areas

Don’t put dark text
over dark areas

Ensure text is not
small
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Bad

Lack of mobile responsiveness
More and more people are consuming content from their mobile devices. If your website
pages are not yet optimised for mobile, you risk losing a significant part of your target
market. In the last quarter of 2019, 52.6% of internet traffic was conducted on mobile
phones.
How to use Chrome Inspect to look at a website on different mobile devices
1. Right Click on top of Website and select > Inspect

2. Look for the Responsive icon and Devices dropdown from where you can change the
size and orientation between different devices
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Slow website loading speed
Reports show that 47% of website visitors expect web pages to load in 2
seconds while 40% are abandoning websites that are taking more than 3
seconds to load. This means the longer your load time is the higher your
bounce rates will be, which negatively affects your conversions.
You can use these free site speed testers to give you an understanding of
where you can make improvements. Please note that these testers don’t take
into account user experience. Sometimes it’s better to have some larger
images or a longer page.
Don’t aim for Grade A rating as that isn’t always economical or in the UX’s
best interests. However, you can potentially find good essential actions to
reduce load speed.
• https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/
• https://tools.pingdom.com/
Tip: if you have an international audience we recommend using
a CDN service like cloudflare.com. It will automatically host your
website across multiple global locations, therefore reducing
load speed by seconds.

Contact information is hidden
or not obviously found
Your website is your virtual business
card. And like a business card, make
your contact info extremely visible. This
also means don’t be afraid to repeat it
across your site.
Locations to place your contact number:
• Top navigation
• Footer
• Contact page

Tip: I don’t recommend placing your email address on a website as it’ll

be picked up by crawl bots and used for spamming. Direct visitors to
your contact form to also give them a structure to provide information.
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8. CRM Not Site Tracking
for Lead Scoring

Whatever you call it - email
automation tool, sales automation
tool, CRM, email marketing tool - it
should be giving you the insights to
understand at what point your lead is
at in their buying journey.
There are 3 stages in a prospective
client’s journey from their 1st touch of
your brand to converting into a client:
• Lead acquisition
• Lead nurture
• Conversion

Your CRM should be lead scoring your
contacts so you understand how engaged
they are, and therefore how ready they are
for a sales call. Taking into account:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Email opens
Email clicks
Site visit - sales page
Site visit - content page
Webinar registration
Lead magnet download
Etc.

With site and event tracking your CRM should
be telling how your leads are engaging with
your site and content. If you don’t have this
setup, I recommend you action this as
quickly as possible.
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9. Case Studies Are Not
Engaging or Clear in Their Story
Whatever you call it - email automation tool, sales automation tool, CRM, email
marketing tool - it should be giving you the insights to understand at what point your
lead is at in their buying journey.
Case studies are your opportunity to personally connect with your audience. They are
also a good opportunity to capture leads if your audience desires it.

Tip: You can post the summary of the case study on a page and request

the reader to provide their contact details to view the rest of it.

Communicate how it helped the people, not just the brand
For instance, how it helped the business leader spend more time at home. Or how it gave
them greater insights to increased team engagement and gave the business leader
more time to focus on other areas of the business.
Give your case studies structure
A common structure is:
•
•
•
•
•

Summary of problem and results
Problem
Method
Solution
Results

Whilst this is a scientific structure it’s
intuitive for a reader to know where the
content sits. If the reader is in a hurry this
is especially helpful.
However, do not make the copy scientific.
Keep it personable and engaging.

Do not hide your case studies
Keep them front and centre by adding them to your navigational menu. Don’t be afraid
to mention them repeatedly throughout the site. For instance, you could design a
banner section to be repeatedly applied across your service page. Give the reader a
good CTA button to entice them into following the CTA.
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About Ooze Studios

Our purpose

We are digital pioneers that strive to be the catalyst of sustainable growth.

R.O.I. focused
We are R.O.I. focused and we develop the best customer experience journey
with conversion rate optimisation at the forefront of all creative processes. The
primary goal is to generate revenue at a good rate of return:
Revenue x Good Return on Investment (R.O.I.) = Profitable Growth
Success is achieved with the launch of CRO (Conversion Rate Optimised) digital
products such as websites, web apps, landing pages, lead magnets, with highly
targeted ads and content. This combination will create the platform to launch
effective marketing strategies to grow your organisation.

Start-up consultancy
We also help start-ups and established businesses
develop their ideas, from brain spark to launch
phase to growth stage.
Our Minimum Viable Product (MVP) modelling and
lean design expertise combined with tech &
business acumen give us a powerful tool box for
success.
We’ll help you find the nail and then design the
hammer to maximise your hammering.
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Lastly From Me
Thank you again for reading this ebook.
I hope you took a lot of value from it and
your website conversion rates increase as
a result. Feel free to reach out and ask me
anything. Hopefully we meet one day
virtually or face to face.
Jesse Mullins
Director & Growth Specialist
P: 03 9016 4424
E: jesse.m@oozestudios.com.au
Linkedin.com/in/mullinsjesse/

Get in Touch With Us
STUDIOS

Address: 696 Bourke St, Melbourne VIC 3000, Australia
Phone: (03) 9016 4424
Website: oozestudios.com.au

Ooze is a proud memebr
of the AMI Associate
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